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Rainer Stark3∗, and Hermann Winner1∗
Abstract— Perception sensor modeling is essential for the
safety validation of automated driving systems in virtual en-
vironments. Nevertheless, the community lacks a methodical
approach to derive requirements for such sensor models that
enables a serious application for safety validation in the first
place. This article provides a method to specify sensor models
for the environmental perception of automated driving systems.
The key of the approach is a collaborative collection of cause-
effect chains as the basis for specification. With this collection
at hand, a tabular form is introduced to extract the relevance
of the effect chains to be modeled. Combined profound expert
assessments in the table enable the test engineer to specify
sensor models within a traceable decision-making process.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of automated driving systems is be-
coming increasingly virtualized with the help of simulated
vehicle environments. The growing complexity of automated
driving systems, in the way of increased connectivity and
distributed information processing, is the underlying reason.
In addition, there is an enormous testing effort, which cannot
be fulfilled in the classical way, by means of prototypes, in
terms of time and cost [1]. During the system development
process (SDP), sensor models are used in simulation setups
for processing perceptual information from a virtual vehicle
environment. They output perceptual measurement data to a
fusion unit or directly to the automated driving system.
Sensor models, or more precisely their specifications, are
the central subject of this publication. In the automotive
industry, sensor models and driving systems are developed in
parallel but often separated from each other. In most cases,
several stakeholders from different domains are involved.
In the course of development, sensor models and driving
systems change almost continuously. In different phases of
the SDP, various requirements can be derived directly from
the automated driving system, the technical simulation setup
or from development and test objectives. It is therefore
not possible to provide a "complete" sensor model at the
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beginning of development, since the requirements of later
phases are often only incompletely known at this point.
In practice, there are often only a few global or temporal
invariant requirements, which leads to difficulties in speci-
fying sensor models. Each of the typically involved experts
represent the perspective of their individual domain, which is
subjected to restrictions. To specify a sensor model, relations
between the intended usage, detailed sensor knowledge and
its impact on the system under test (SUT) have to be known.
E.g. a modeler of a specific sensor technology, for example
a lidar sensor expert, has a profound sensor insight, but
is rarely able to determine the content to be modeled for
the intended stimulation of the SUT. And a developer of
an automated driving system has a certain expectation of
the environment perception, but usually does not have the
necessary knowledge of the underlying sensor principles.
II. STATE OF THE ART
In literature, lots of different models and model types
are available. Schlager et al. [2] provide an overview of
the state of the art of perception sensor models. In a first
approach they try to group and compare various models, but
the diversity in existing models poses a challenge. Hence,
there is no generally accepted classification procedure so far.
Based on systematic development approaches like Model-
Based Systems Engineering, models should be created and
used, starting from requirements. In the discipline of sensor
modeling, however, this proves difficult because there are
no generally accepted requirements available [3]. Further-
more, there are hardly any generally accepted standards for
perception models up to now, as described in the example
of radar sensor modeling by Holder et al. [4]. Even if
requirements are available in the SDP, they usually come
from the modelers and not from the model users. In addition,
the variety of possible modeling methods makes selection
difficult, since they are often insufficiently compared. There
are also no standardized benchmarks that can be used to
easily compare different models. Holder [5] shows some
exemplary scenarios used in practice as an initial reference.
From the practical point of view, Schäferle [6] introduces
different model categories and advices of application, de-
pending on simulation goals. Rosenberger et al. [7], on the
other hand, derive the requirements for models directly from
real sensors, with the goal of modeling automotive hardware
and signal processing. To use the models within an SDP in
the automotive industry, continuous integration is needed.
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Requirements from the SDP are changing depending on
the current stage. Hence, models have to be adapted over
time. A sensor model specified at the beginning of the de-
velopment will not meet the requirements of later phases and
must be further developed. An initial approach of integration
into SDP is proposed by Schlager et al. [2] and developed
further by Schmidt and Stark [8]. In order to support flexible
and continuous integration, modular sensor modeling ap-
proaches are introduced by [8]–[11]. They advocate a generic
and modular architecture to gain high interchangeability and
create sensor models based on modular principles.
Functional decomposition is used to break down an overall
sensor behavior into individually modelable effects and sep-
arate model development from parameterization effort [11].
A functional decomposition for perception sensors can be
performed as shown by Holder et al. on radar [12], by
Rosenberger et al. on lidar [13] and by Mohr et al. on
camera [14]. They introduce functional blocks and interfaces
to model a sensor type specific signal processing chain.
Following a modular approach, Muckenhuber et al. [15]
demonstrate how to model sensor effects. Rosenberger et
al. [7] perform a systematic analysis of real lidar sensors
to figure out which effects are relevant and if they could be
modeled. Holder et al. [3] investigate important effects of
object detection and classification on a lidar sensor using data
mining methods. They also compare their modeled results
with a real sensor.
Although some approaches already exist to represent spe-
cific properties of sensors in the form of modular sensor
effects, it still poses a challenge since there are too many
effects to completely describe them [4], [7] and the funda-
mental problem of application remains. It is still not clear
how sensor effects have to be systematically selected and
combined based on the requirements from the automotive
SDP. This article will provide a systematic and collaborative
approach to specify sensor models.
III. DEFINITION OF TERMS
Usually, all introduced involved parties come from differ-
ent stakeholders with different technological backgrounds,
which complicates a direct and concrete discussion about
modeling approaches as well as inputs and outputs of models.
Therefore, a commonly agreed language is needed.
The authors introduced a naming scheme for sensor mod-
els by defining the input and output interfaces in [11] as
input-based technology output model using the input and
output definitions from the Open Simulation Interface (OSI)
[16] and the ISO 23150 [17] international standard.
The ISO 23150 defines three possible output formats. A
detection is defined as a "sensor technology specific entity
represented in the sensor coordinate system based on a
single measurement of a sensor". A feature is a "sensor
technology specific entity represented in the vehicle coor-
dinate system based on multiple measurements". An object
is the "representation of a real-world entity with defined
boundaries and characteristics in the vehicle coordinate sys-
tem" [17, pp. 2-3]. As the term detection is occupied in
this context, we define the process of extracting detections,
features or objects from present signal or data at the sensor
as identification. The identification step can also contain
classification and tracking while assigning an ID. These
definitions will now be used to further define the contents of
the effect chains between input and output of an automotive
perception sensor system model. The terms are defined with
camera, lidar and radar in mind but are also applicable to
other sensor technologies such as ultrasonic or GNSS.
The effect chains start with the emission (active sensors) or
propagation (passive sensors) of a signal in the surroundings
of the sensor. After propagation, the signal is received by the
sensor and further processed in multiple signal processing
steps. During emission, propagation, reception, and signal
processing, the information in the signal deviates from
the original information about the environment, existing as
ground truth (GT) under clean room conditions. Clean room
conditions describe idealized measurement conditions, with-
out the influence of weather, dust, dirt etc. The GT is taken
in this clean room environment by an omniscient observer.
All effects including classifications like false positive (FP)
and false negative (FN) are defined according to Nuss et al.
[18] with respect to the overall GT.
Every condition leading to a deviation in the information
is defined as the cause for an effect. A cause can be a
property of the emission unit’s hardware, like the physics
of the antenna design of a radar, they can be located in the
propagation path, like weather conditions, or in the signal
processing, like the resolution of AD-conversion.
For an effect to appear, a signal is needed, which is defined
as a quantity of energy influencing the sensor according to
its measurement principle. "Signals occur naturally and they
are also synthesized" [19, p. 1]. In case of active sensors,
signals mainly consist of energy irradiated by the sensor.
As effect, we define the deviation from the originally
existing information about the environment in the signal or
data. For example, an error in the measured distance to an
object resulting from limited range resolution would be an
effect in the signal processing of the sensor. An effect can
have multiple causes but also a cause can lead to multiple
effects. Consequently, a cause-effect chain can induce a
subsequent effect in the signal or data.
If an effect is observable at the output of a sensor (model),
we call it a phenomenon. Phenomena influence subsequent
system(s) and therefore constitute the application point for
defining the requirements for sensor system models. This is
partly described by Riedmaier et al. [20] for object lists as
an output format, where phenomena can be observed and
tested with suitable metrics.
In literature, sometimes the term artifact is found. Holder
[5] defines an artifact as a "noticeable deviation from GT in
the sensor readings". In this case, artifacts are effects that
occur in the processing chain after AD-conversion.
Usually, there is not one single cause for an effect or
phenomenon, rather a cause-effect chain that leads to a
deviation from GT. The cause-effect chains and their inter-
dependencies constitute the overall modeled phenomena.
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IV. EFFECTS
To evaluate the cause-effect chains for requirement speci-
fication, first, effects are collected and sorted. The effects can
be sorted into the data processing steps, where they occur in
the sensor signal [21]. While in [21] only object models are
considered, we propose to take the whole processing chain
from emission to object identification into account, see Tab. I.
Consequently, a holistic view on modeling sensor systems,
containing not only the front-end but also a complete data
processing chain possibly up to object identification, is
needed. The presented approach can be used to specify
sensor system models, as well as models that end after the
detection identification or even beforehand. This allocation
facilitates modular sensor modeling for all sensor principles
and modeling approaches. As the effects are defined within
the real sensor’s signal processing chain, the modeling ap-
proach is irrelevant for the effect definition. However, for the
requirement specification, it matters at what point an effect
becomes a phenomenon.
The generic decomposition of a sensor system processing
chain with object output results in the blocks emission, sig-
nal propagation, reception, signal pre-processing, detection
identification, feature identification and object identification.
The emission step contains the generation and emission of
the signal of active perception sensors as well as 3rd party
signals. During signal propagation, the signal travels through
the environment and possibly interacts with objects and
particles. The reception comprises the reception hardware
of all sensors. During pre-processing, the signal is digi-
tized through analog-digital-conversion. This block can also
include processing steps like Fast Fourier Transformations
and data reduction. In the detection identification block,
detections are identified by thresholding, peak detection and
interpolation. Detections are further processed by filtering,
pre-tracking or classification methods in the feature identifi-
cation block. The object identification block contains object
detection, classification and prediction steps.
Tab. I lists typical sensor effects for camera, lidar and
radar, sorted into signal processing blocks. However, most
of the effects do not occur independently but influence other
effects in different decomposition blocks. A specular reflec-
tion during signal propagation can lead to a power value at
a wrong angle during reception. During pre-processing, this
error-prone angle might be amplified by limited resolution or
reverted if it lies in the same resolution cell as the original
angle. If not reverted, the wrong angle will also appear
as a detection state error or as FP or FN during detection
identification. These effects can propagate through feature
identification and further result in an object existence or state
error in the object identification block.
While the list of effects is quite broad, it remains a loose
accumulation of effects without any claim of completeness.
Therefore, the list is not sufficient for sensor modeling, but
depending on the desired model fidelity, the entire cause-
effect chains need to be analyzed.
TABLE I: Categorization of exemplary sensor effects for
⋆: camera, ∇: lidar, and ♣: radar
Block Effect
Emission Emission unit:optic ∇ [22, pp. 621],
antenna ♣ [23]
Emission power level ∇ [24], ♣ [25]
Hardware non-linearities ∇ [26], ♣ [27]
Phase noise ♣ [28], [29]
3rd party signals:
Other sensors ∇ [30], ♣ [31]
Street, sun lights etc. ⋆ [32], ∇ [33]
Signal
propagation
Specular reflection (multi-path) ⋆ [22, pp. 53],
∇ [34], ♣ [35]
Diffuse reflection ⋆ [36], ∇ [37] ♣ [38]
Absorption ⋆ [22, pp. 64], ∇ [39], ♣ [40]
Transmittance ⋆ [22, pp. 49], ∇ [22, pp. 49], ♣ [41]
Free-field attenuation ⋆ [42], ∇ [39], ♣ [40]
Environmental conditions:
Rain ⋆ [43], ∇ [43], ♣ [44],
Snow ⋆ [45], ∇ [46], ♣ [47],
Spray, fog, dust etc. ⋆ [48], ∇ [48], ♣ [48]
Occlusion ⋆ [49], ∇ [50], ♣ [4]
Beam divergence ∇ [51, p. 193]
Polarimetric effects ♣ [52]
Diffraction ♣ [38, pp. 81]
Wave interference ♣ [53, pp. 484-486]
Micro doppler ♣ [54]
Reception Reception unit:optic ⋆ [22, pp. 621], ∇ [22, pp. 621]
antenna ♣ [23]
Low received power ⋆ [55], ∇ [56], ♣ [5]
Hardware non-linearities ⋆ [57], ∇ [58], ♣ [27]
Noise:
Phase ♣ [59],
Thermal ⋆ [60, p. 13], ∇, [61] ♣ [62, pp. 11]
Shot noise ⋆ [63, p. 244], ∇ [64]
Timing effects:
Motion blur ⋆ [65],
Motion scan effect ∇ [66]
Chromatic aberration ⋆ [67]
Lens blur ⋆ [22, pp. 610]
Exposure ⋆ [60, pp. 15]
Depth of focus ⋆ [22, pp. 287]
Stray light ⋆ [68]
Blooming, bleeding ∇ [69]
Pre-processing Intensity, spectral response ⋆ [70], ∇ [56], ♣ [5]Received power not distinguishable noise floor
⋆ [71], ∇ [72], ♣ [5]
ADC maximum gain ⋆ [73], ∇ [74], ♣ [5, p. 69]
Aliasing, ambiguities ⋆ [75, pp. 106], ∇ [76], ♣ [77]
Resolution ⋆ [22], ∇ [78], ♣ [25]
Quantization noise ⋆ [79], ∇ [80], ♣ [62, pp. 23]
Thresholding, filtering errors ⋆ [60], ∇ [76], ♣ [81]
Grain ⋆ [82, p. 298]
Detection
identification
Detection existence FP/FN ⋆ [83], ∇ [56], ♣ [84]
Detection state error ⋆ [83], ∇ [56], ♣ [81]
Interpolation errors ♣ [5, p. 71]
Thresholding, filtering errors ⋆ [60], ∇ [33], ♣ [85]
Limited separability ⋆ [86], ∇ [87], ♣ [4]
Limited identification range ∇ [7], ♣ [88]
Multiple detections per beam ∇ [89]
Feature
identification
Feature existence FP/FN ∇ [87], ♣ [90]
Feature state error ∇ [87] , ♣ [91]
Thresholding, filtering errors ∇ [87], ♣ [91]
Ambiguity resolution error ♣ [92]
Object
identification
Object existence FN/FP ⋆ [93], ∇ [87], ♣ [94]
Object separation error ⋆ [95], ∇ [87], ♣ [4]
Object state error ⋆ [95], ∇ [87], ♣ [96]
Object classification error ⋆ [95], ∇ [87], ♣ [94]
Latency ⋆ [97], ∇ [98] , ♣ [97]
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V. METHODOLOGY FOR SENSOR MODEL SPECIFICATION
With the derived overview regarding effects on different
sensor technologies in Tab. I, a two-stage method is devel-
oped for model specification, as described in the following.
The first step is to collect cause-effect chains until the
state of the art is covered and collectively agreed on. Since
effects can have multiple causes, and can be the cause
for other effects, the effect chains are arranged in a tree
representation. Starting with an observable effect on a high
level in the signal processing chain, the level of detail of
the effect’s origins is systematically derived as a top-down
method. An exemplary tree is shown in Fig. 1. Since a single
person will not be able to generate the entire tree, it has to
be collected collaboratively by the community. Therefore,
we call it PERCEPTION SENSOR COLLABORATIVE EFFECT AND
CAUSE TREE (PERCOLLECT).
Effects are denoted as gray boxes which are connected
by lines. Each connection has to be proven by referencing
scientific literature, accepted by the community of the sensor
domain. Instead of literature, connections can also be proven
by referencing actual sensor measurements revealing the
cause-effect relationship. Causes, which are not effects and
which are not broken down any further, are denoted as green
or blue boxes, marking the end of the respective branch.
Green boxes represent causes, which are independent of the
specific sensor. Causes that are design parameters during
development of the sensor are marked as blue boxes. The
exemplary top of the tree is a false negative in the object
list. This effect occurs, among other reasons, due to a false
negative feature resulting from a false negative detection. The
effect chain is followed down the signal processing steps to
causes such as the emitter wavelength within the emission
block. PerCollECT deviates from classic tree representations,
because branches from singular causes intersect for multiple
effects. The emitter wavelength, for example, is a cause for
multiple effects. Its node therefore has multiple parent nodes
and appears in multiple branches of the tree.
The cause-effect chains shall be as generic as possible
and use case independent to keep all trees similar and
comparable. Nevertheless, as the trees grow, it is expected
that the effect chains will become more and more sensor spe-
cific, resulting in partly diverging tree structures per sensor
technology (camera, lidar, radar, ultrasonic etc.). Potentially
proposed additions and changes to the trees over time need
to be maintained by the community.
Consequently, PerCollECT will be usable for every spe-
cific sensor technology. Working examples of PerCollECT






























































































Fig. 1: Exemplary Perception Sensor Collaborative Effect and Cause Tree (PerCollECT) for active perception sensor models.
Gray rectangles: Effects; Green rounded rectangles: System independent causes; Blue rounded rectangles: Design parameter causes
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As the second step to systematically derive the model
specification, a method to evaluate the relevance of individual
phenomena and their effect chains within the pre-defined
Operational Design Domain [102] (ODD) is introduced. We
call it CAUSE, EFFECT, AND PHENOMENON RELEVANCE
ANALYSIS (CEPRA). CEPRA is a descision-making tool
for the test engineer, who will design the overall test setup
and oversee the component integration and test execution. To
derive requirements for any model or system, its intended
usage must be known. The ODD determines the content
of test scenarios and in consequence the environment and
objects that define the conditions in which the perception sen-
sor model is applied. Additionally, the SUT applied within
that ODD determines the outputs of the model. The model
outputs define the decomposition block at which effects
become phenomena, while defining the starting points to be
considered in PerCollECT. From there, the individual effect
chains per phenomenon are extracted from PerCollECT into
a table for relevance analysis, as exemplary shown in the
first three columns of Tab. II.
In order to assess the relevance of these automatically
extracted phenomena and effect chains within the ODD, the
test engineer needs to consult two experts. First, an expert on
the considered sensor technology assesses the occurrence of
the individual effect chains within the ODD. While some
effect chains are the dominant cause for a phenomenon
within the ODD, others make only a minor contribution. This
highly depends on the specific properties of the considered
sensor. The sensor knowledge is documented in column four
of CEPRA as a score for the occurrence. It is denoted as a
value between 1 ("Cannot occur") - 10 ("Extremely high")
and is based on the rank definitions for occurrence in [103,
pp. 123]. The score should be accompanied by a rationale for
future traceability of the decision process during the model
specification. Second, an expert on the SUT is consulted to
determine, which phenomena have the highest impact on the
SUT within the ODD, scored between 1 ("Very low") - 10
("Very high") according to [103, p. 122]. Every SUT depends
differently on certain aspects of its input data. A detection
fusion algorithm will be influenced by other effect chains
than a high-level behavior planner for a highway pilot. The
latter will be the example listed in Tab. II.
We propose to add these two independent expert scores,
resulting in an overall relevance score for every phenomenon
and effect chain. Using a sum instead of multiplication
facilitates the impact of extremely low or high individual
scores with respect to safety consideration. This result is
the basis of decision-making for the overall model speci-
fication. Taking the result into account with the available
resources and the remaining tolerable safety risk, the test
engineer will define phenomena with their respective effect
chains as requirements in the specification for the intended
usage. Requirements need to have quantifiable values or test
scenarios with pass-fail-criteria. From the identified relevant
effect chains, falsification scenarios can be derived for model
verification. This step, however, is not part of this work.
CEPRA can be performed in various phases of the SUT
development with increasing level of detail. In early de-
velopment stages, the modeling detail can be defined by
setting the maximum depth of PerCollECT. The length of the
effect chains is therefore limited during the extraction from
PerCollECT to CEPRA, reducing the specification effort.
Performing CEPRA on the basis of PerCollECT will
combine expert knowledge on sensor and SUT domains
while considering the ODD to identify relevant effect chains
and phenomena for the intended model usage. It will further
document the decision-making process in detail, to ensure
revision proof throughout the development process.








P&EC occurrence in ODD∗
(O, filled by sensor expert)
P&EC impact on SUT in ODD∗
(I , filled by SUT expert)
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→ FN features → FN detections
→ Not dist. from noise floor
→ Low rec. power from object
→ Occlusion by objects
→ Occlusion by object parts











FN objects caused by
occluding reflecting objects
occurs rarely in a front
radar on a highway, because
of multi-path propagation.
6
FN obj. occurring because
of occlusion in a front radar
have a moderate impact
because mainly only direct
neighbor objs. considered.
10
→ FN features → FN detections
→ Not dist. from noise floor
→ Low rec. power from object
→ Reflection by object parts
2
FN objects caused by compl.
away-reflecting obj. cannot




in a front radar
have a very high impact
on a highway pilot.
11
→ FN features → FN detections
→ Not dist. from noise floor
→ Low rec. power from object
→ Attenuation by atm. aerosol






FN objects caused by
completely absorbing
atmospheric aerosol occur
only in harsh weather in
a front radar on a highway.
5
FN objects occuring
in harsh weather conditions
may be covered by safety
concept with a moderate




Legend::egend::: Normal font: Automatically generated content from PerCollECT after sensor output definition; Italic: Expert knowledge needed
∗Operational Design Domain (ODD) must be defined beforehand (here: a German highway with all its elements for a highway pilot as SUT).
∗∗These causes are design parameters by the SUT (here: a highway pilot’s radar at the front center) and must be defined beforehand.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this work, a method to systematically specify per-
ception sensor models for the development and validation
of automated driving systems is introduced. The basis of
the method consists of collaboratively collecting effects in
the signal processing of perception sensors and linking
the cause-effect chains in a sensor technology specific tree
structure, we call PerCollECT. The branches of that tree
are automatically extracted to a table, where every cause-
effect chain is evaluated by an expert in the respective
sensor technology and an expert on the SUT. These profound
expert evaluations result in an overall score for every effect
chain, enabling the decision-making for the test engineer.
Individual phenomena with their respective effect chains
will be selected as requirements for the development of
the sensor models. The effect chain scoring will aid test
engineers to systematically specify sensor models and at the
same time ensure revision proof throughout the development
process, by documenting every decision-making step during
the requirement engineering phase for traceability.
The proposed method is concentrated on requirements of
the phenomena in sensor data. However, some requirements
are not covered by the introduced method, such as minimum
execution speed, model packaging, test environment etc.
These requirements need to be additionally considered by the
test engineer. The approach was developed with radar, lidar
and camera sensors in mind, but can be adapted for other
technologies, such as ultrasonic, mobile communications and
GNSS, for which similar modular simulation approaches ex-
ist [104], [105]. The strict separation of sensor technologies
in camera, lidar and radar can also be adapted in the future
as measurement principles combine together, e.g. 3D-ToF
camera. PerCollECT can be further extended by adding real
world sensor measurement data as reference for the links
between effects in addition to literature sources. Adding
logical gates to the links will enhance the level of detail
by denoting, if all multiple causes have to exist (AND gate),
or if one of the causes will suffice (OR gate) in order for the
effect to appear.
Adding more columns to the introduced first version of
CEPRA for the assessment of modeling complexity by the
sensor expert would further aid the decision-making process.
Additional columns for the evaluation from other experts,
e.g. in scenario design, sensor fusion or modular safety
assessment, will also enable analysis such as edge-case iden-
tification, scenario coverage, redundancy analysis of sensor
setups etc. and therefore broaden the range of application
even further. All these topics are currently researched by
multiple publicly funded research projects. Therefore, we ex-
pect this method of collaboratively analyzing and collecting
cause-effect chains with its broad range of application to
become a game changer for the entire industry.
To get the collection process started, we are making
PerCollECT publicly available as an open-source, collabo-
rative, and scientific database. Be part of PerCollECT under:
https://github.com/PerCollECT.
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